
THERE ARE MANY REASONS TO SUPPORT SOLAR POWER AND OPPOSE THIS SOLAR FEE!

Wisconsin sends millions 
of energy dollars out 

of state since we have 
no coal or natural 
gas reserves. We 

should be encouraging 
private investments in 

homegrown energy like 
solar that keep our 

money in Wisconsin.

Solar customers provide 
peak power on hot sunny 

days when we need 
it most. This lowers 

demand on the electric 
grid, reducing the need 
for new power plants 

and transmission lines 
to meet higher peak 

energy needs.

Wisconsin is still using 
coal for 50% of our 

power which leads to 
air pollution and carbon 
dioxide emissions. Solar 
power systems located 

on homes and businesses 
can help clean up our air 
and water now and for 
generations to come.

We Energies is planning 
to include more solar in 
their power generation 

and has touted the 
benefits of rooftop solar 

to the grid. They can’t 
discourage individual 

investment in solar while 
simultaneously talking 
about how great it is.

SOLAR ENERGY KEEPS 
MONEY IN WISCONSIN. 

SOLAR HELPS KEEP 
ENERGY COSTS DOWN.

SOLAR PROMOTES 
CLEAN AIR AND WATER.

SOLAR IS FOR 
EVERYONE. 

WE ENERGIES HAS REVIVED A PROPOSAL TO TAX SOLAR CUSTOMERS
We Energies filed a proposal that would effectively tax their customers who make power for their own use with solar 

panels or other renewable energy systems. They’ve named their tax the “Fixed Cost Recovery Charge.”  It would 
assess a monthly charge of $3.53 per kilowatt of solar production, or about $180 per year for the average residential 

solar installation by We Energies’ estimation. 

At a time when citizens and businesses across the country are working to increase their reliance on renewable energy, 
allowing a utility to punish solar-owning customers is the wrong direction for Wisconsin. This proposal is out of step 

for our shared Wisconsin values of self-reliance and care for our environment. Our state should be expanding customer 
access to solar, not penalizing those customers who are actively reducing their fossil fuel use.

OPPOSE WE ENERGIES’ SOLAR FEE!

Heather Allen  •  heather@renewwisconsin.org  •  608.255.4044
TAKE ACTION: bit.ly/RENEWWePetition  •  TAKE ACTION: bit.ly/SierraWePetition  •  TAKE ACTION: bit.ly/TASCWePetition

www.wisolarcoalition.com


